There are over 100 carrels scattered throughout Carpenter Library. Below are images of a sample of carrels in the various spaces within the library.

**Main Areas of Carpenter Library.**
Most carrels are on the main floor (A floor) along or adjacent to the windows although there are some on the A floor and lower floor (B floor) overlooking the open glass atrium to capitalize on the natural light.

A Floor (A101-A134)
A floor (A135-A148) along the atrium

B Floor (B100-B114) along the atrium
Old Library Stacks
Old Library carrels are located in the older part of the building. It is a quiet, slightly darker space with metal desks.
**Graduate Study Rooms**

Advanced graduate students (e.g. ABD) are given priority in the two study rooms. One is located on the A floor overlooking the atrium while the other is located on the first floor of the Old Library stacks.

Old Library Graduate Study Room (for advanced graduate students - T27-T31)

A Floor Graduate Study Room (for advanced graduate students)